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This guide has been written to make simple the process of working out the correct circle to use for 
the intended purpose and timing. While primarily working from the instructions given in Joseph 
Lisiewski's Ceremonial Magic & The Power of Evocation (which I recommend for anyone 
interested not just in working with the Heptameron but any evocation-focused grimoires), I 
desired an easier sheet of information in the one place to create the circle needed. So I created this 
simple tool and I am sharing it in the hope that others may benefit from it also. Enjoy.



Circle Examples



Circle Structure

Most outer ring: 4 names, one per quarter, depending on the day, called The Angels of the Air. 
One is a king (add the latin Rex after their name) and the other three are his Ministers.

Middle ring (description from the Heptameron):
“Therefore let there be made three Circles of the latitude of nine foot, and let them be distant one 

from another a hands breadth, and in the middle Circle, 

first, write the name of the hour wherein you do the work. 
In the second place, write the name of the Angel of the hour. 
In the third place, the Sigil of the Angel of the hour. 
Fourthly, the name of the Angel that ruleth that day wherein you do the work, and the names of 
his ministers. 
In the fifth place, the name of the present time [season].
Sixthly, The name of the Spirits ruling in that part of time, and their Presidents. 
Seventhly, The name of the head of the Sign ruling in that part of time wherein you work. 
Eighthly, The name of the earth, according to that part of time wherein you work. Ninthly, and for 
the completing of the middle Circle, write the name of the Sun and of the Moon, according to the 
said rule of time; 

for as the time is changed, so the names are to be altered.”

In simpler words - Depending on when you plan to work, the names in the middle ring in order:
1. Name of the hour**
2. Name of the Angel of the hour** (see lists on next page as this is day specific)
3. The sigil of that angel
4. Name of the Angel of the day and names of his ministers
5. Name of the present season
6. Names of spirits ruling in that season
7. Name of the head of the sign in that season
8. Name of the earth in that season
9. Names of the sun and moon in that season

For steps 5 to 9, the Seasons Table below will give you all the names in order.

The inner ring simply has four divine Names: Adonay, Eloy, Agla, Tetragrammaton, with 2 equal 
armed crosses beside each name, except Tetragrammaton with just 1. I am not certain if any four 
Divine Names can be used, but better to be safe than sorry, so just stick to these four as 
consistently given in the example images.

** Remember that the hours of the day are NOT 60 minute segments, they are astrologically timed 
from sunrise to sunset and divided up. Lisiewiski covers this, as does Agrippa in his Three Books.
Fortunately, there is a great online tool to give you exactly the timings as per your location.

http://www.lunarium.co.uk/planets/hours.jsp





Seasons Table
SUMMER AUTUMN / FALL WINTER SPRING

Name of season Casamaran Ardarael Farlas Talvi
Angels Gargatel

Tariel
Gaviel

Tarquam
Guabarel

Amabael
Ctarari

Caratasa
Core
Amatiel
Commissoros

Head of sign Tubiel Torquaret Altarib Spugliguel
Name of earth Festativi Rabianara Geremiah Amadai
Sun name
Moon name

Athemay
Armatus

Abragini
Matasignais

Commutaff
Affaterim

Abraym
Agusita

The names in the table are in the order required for the middle ring of the circle, 
so whichever season you are working in, just take the names from top down.

Listings of spirits for each day
DAY ANGEL ANGEL'S MINISTERS ANGELS OF THE AIR

(For outer Ring)
Sunday Michael Dardiel, Huratapal Varcan Rex, Tus, Andas, Cynabal
Monday Gabriel Michael, Samael Arcan Rex, Bilet, Missabus, Abuzaha
Tuesday Samael Satael, Amabiel Samax Rex, Carmax, Ismoli, Paffran
Wednesday Raphael Miel, Seraphiel Mediat [or Modiat] Rex, Suquinos, Sallales
Thursday Sachiel Castiel, Asasiel Suth Rex, Maguth, Gutrix
Friday Anael Rachiel, Sachiel Sarabotes Rex, Amabiel, Aba, Abalidoth, Flaef
Saturday Cassiel Uriel, Machatan Maymon Rex, Abumalith, Assaibi, Balidet

Angels' Sigils

Remember, the sigil you use in the middle ring of the circle 
is to be of the angel of the HOUR, not the angel of the day.



A few examples
Say you want to construct a circle to summon the Tuesday spirits, in the 8th hour during Spring.
As the angel of Tuesday is Samael, and the 1st and 8th hours are ruled by Samael, it may add to the 
overall ritual to work in the hour ruled by the same angel as the day. I don't know if this is 
necessary, though.

The outer ring are the Angels of the Air for Tuesday: Samax Rex, Carmax, Ismoli and Paffran.

The middle ring is constructed as per the 9 steps.
1. Name of the hour: 8th hour on Tuesday is called Tanic.
2. Name of the angel of the hour: Tanic is ruled by Samael (but not each day name is always 

consistently ruled by the same angel, so make sure to check the tables before assuming).
3. The sigil of that angel: As the 8th hour of Tanic is ruled by Samael in this instance, you will 

use Samael's sigil. If the angel of the day is Samael but you are working in a different hour 
ruled by a different angel, do not use Samael's sigil, use the angel's sigil that rules the hour.

4. Name of the angel of the day and the names of his ministers: Samael, Satael and Amabiel.
5. Name of the present season: The season you are going to be working in, that is (if you're 

planning ahead). Spring is called Talvi.
6. Names of the spirits ruling in that season: Caratasa, Core, Amatiel and Commissoros.
7. Name of the head of the sign in that season: Spugliguel.
8. Name of the earth in that season: Amadai.
9. Name of the sun and moon in that season: Abraym and Agusita.

So your completed middle ring would look like this (curved around the circle's ring, of course):

Another quick example. Working on a Friday in the 10th hour during Winter.
1. Name of the hour: Jayon.
2. Name of the angel of the hour: Jayon is ruled by Gabriel.
3. The sigil of that angel: Though Friday is ruled by Anael, we are working in the 10th hour 

which is ruled by Gabriel so we will be using Gabriel's sigil.
4. Names of the angel of the day and of his ministers: Anael, Rachiel and Sachiel.
5. Name of the present season: Winter is called Farlas.
6. Name of the spirits ruling in that season: Amabiel and Ctarari.
7. Name of the head of the sign in that season: Altarib.
8. Name of the earth in that season: Geremiah.
9. Names of the sun and moon in that season: Commutaff and Affaterim.

So for this example, completed, the middle ring is written with these names:


